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 APPRENTICESHIP FOR SEAN AT  

JEFF IRWIN ENGINEERING 
 

Sean Goslett is well on his way to earning a Certificate III in Engineering – Mechanical Trade.  
This certificate covers mechanical repair and fitting trade skills including fault finding, repair 
of faulty components, manufacturing of new components, and fitting mechanical engineering 
components into assemblies or sub-assemblies to specified measurements and tolerances. 

Like most boys, Sean grew up with Lego and really enjoyed ‘doing stuff’ with his hands.  After 
seven plus years at McDonalds he found his calling working with metals and machines.  With 
the assistance of Central Coast Group Training (CCGT) he gained an apprenticeship at Jeff 
Irwin Engineering early in 2021 and is attending Gosford TAFE one day a week during his 
first year. 

Sean is not the first apprentice Jeff Irwin and son Colin, of Irwin Engineering have trained up.  
Their tooling workshop at West Gosford has seen several apprentices sponsored through 
Central Coast Group Training.  Sean will learn how to utilise machinery like lathes and mills 
where, these days, you can just program and press a button but as Jeff and Colin are ‘old 
school’, Sean will also learn the good old fashioned way. 

Irwin Engineering carry out mostly custom work and one-off tooling jobs, quite often doing the 
design work themselves.  During our visit, Sean was working on custom made rollers for a 
production line conveyor. 

Peter Smith from Wallarah 2 Coal Project 
had the pleasure of meeting Sean in the 
workshop with his supervisors, Jeff & 
Colin. 
 
“It is such a pleasure to support such an 
enthusiastic young man like Sean and we 
congratulate Jeff Irwin Engineering for 
joining with us along with Central Coast 
Group Training (CCGT)”, added Peter. 
 
This combined assistance ensures an 
encouraging future ahead for Sean and 
much appreciated support to this proud 
local business. 
 
Peter Smith, Environment & Community 
Manager 
Wyong Coal | 4352 7500 

1st Year Apprentice, Sean Goslett 
from Jeff Irwin Engineering 


